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We wish to extend our support to our members, colleagues
and friends affected by the current bushfire situation.
Stay safe and we wish you all the very best.
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Board Report — January 2020

Dear valued Members and Friends
Since inception of Hearing Aid Audiology Society of Australia Ltd (HAASA), the Board of Directors has
worked tirelessly on several projects.
Just to recap, HAASA is no longer operating with a President but is using a Board of Directors with a
rolling chair system. Hence the President’s Report has been replaced with the Board Report.
After the founding of HAASA, the Board decided to move the office from its previous location to the new
premises in Geelong, where due to improved IT infrastructure and processes, the Board of Directors
managed to reduce the operational expenses while increasing the efficiency of our organisation. HAASA
is using state of the art protected cloud-based IT infrastructure which allows us to collaboratively work
interstate and internationally.
We would also like to thank Sheridan Honey, our current Executive Board Administration Officer who is
doing a tremendous job in keeping the Board of Directors on their toes and pushing the organisation
forward. We cannot overstate the value and drive Sheridan is bringing to the organisation and we are
confident to say that HAASA is now operating a successful and dynamic team.
We would like to stress that the Board of Directors are working voluntarily and do not receive any
benefits from serving on the Board. We would also like to extend an invitation to those who would like
to make a difference in the industry and help taking HAASA forward.
We have liaised with other professional bodies, organisations and the Government on ministerial level.
Discussions took place on numerous matters to protect and advance the interest of our members,
including:








Liaising with Audiology Australia and AcAud
Partnership with the Hearing Business Alliance and proposed
MOU
APHRA Membership Level
Fee inequality between Audiometrists / Audiologists from 3rd
party payers.
Accessing HICAPS / Medicare for Audiometrists
HAASA has successfully run several competency exams and
working hard to provide appropriate educational opportunities
We have been steadily attracting new members

We are working on preparation of our biennial conference in Sydney for Winter 2020. It will be a great
line-up of speakers and educational content.
You can be confident that the Board of Directors will keep working on your behalf to increase the
offerings in education, protection of your interests and status with the Australian Government and other
third party payers.
With best wishes from the Board of Directors.
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Did you know?
You can advertise directly to HAASA members
via our database? Economical rates apply!
Call Sheridan 0401 517 952 or
haasa@haasa.org.au
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Cochlear Implant Mapping

My first real experience with a Cochlear Implant Mapping
appointment was a real eye-opener!
The client, a mid-50s female had a severe post lingual loss, the best audiometric air conduction thresholds were over 85dB, and hearing aids were not providing a very good outcome. Her pre-implant speech
discrimination scores were very low.
Having never been a part of the hitherto mystery around how C.I. processors are “mapped”, or programmed, I was deeply interested in the process.
I was surprised that I was able to follow the mapping process much more easily than I expected, and
though I am still far from competent in this area, I believe it is well within the realm of not just me, but
any of my Audiometrist colleagues to learn how to master these skills.
The software was laid out a lot differently to many of the highly developed and refined packages we have
become accustomed to, but it was very logical and still easy to follow.

Many of the mapping techniques that I observed are very closely related to hearing device fittings, and
much of the counselling and rehabilitation I observed is also remarkably similar to the approach we all
use in clinics every day.
What really inspired me was the result! After the initial follow up this client was able to listen and
respond accurately to non-visual conversation at normal speech levels. This is the kind of result that,
frustratingly for clients and clinicians, usually becomes more and more elusive as a hearing loss
worsens. It must be noted that not all C.I. recipients do this well so quickly, but like conventional
hearing device recipients, there is no substitute for a quality device and a dedicated practitioner.
Most of the discussions that I have had with clients about C.I. until now have probably been at best very
limited and less than informative, for the obvious reasons.
In recent times the veil of taboo and mystery that surrounds a C.I. mapping has been slowly lifting, and I
believe that there will be a time in the near future
when Audiometrists and Audiologists that have
thus far been either discouraged or prevented
from being involved in delivering C.I. services will
be able to add these valuable skill sets to their list
of competencies. I for one hope to be near the
front of the line when that becomes possible.

Thomas Dahmen
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HAASA Examination
Congratulations and thank you to those candidates
who chose HAASA for their Competency Exam.
It is not surprising to hear that the examinees are nervous before, during and after the exam process but
what might be a surprise is to hear that the examiners are also nervous about their responsibilities to the
examinees, their supervisors and the industry at large.

One student in particular stood out in this round of exams; I
will not use any names as permission has not been sought
but what is important is the story.
This young individual achieved a score of 82% in the written
exam and was engaging and knowledgeable with the case
studies.
So, what was it that stood out to us; the examiners?

It was clear his supervisor did not just do what was “necessary” but went way beyond and taught the
student the “Science and the Art” of dispensing a hearing device. You know, the things you cannot just learn
out of a book or by doing a course of any description be it TAFE or University – Oh my, did I really just say
that?
We must not forget the young candidate. It was evident to the examiners that the student did in fact read
LOTS of books and clearly ask the supervisor LOTS of questions and spent a significant amount of time with
the supervisor getting the sort of guidance that only a Master teaches their Apprentice where both are on
the same page and want the same outcomes.
I must apologize at this point as I am sure that those reading were hoping for the secrecies of passing the
HAASA exam process!
The truth be told there is only one place where Success comes before Work and that is in the dictionary.
What do I mean? We believe that insufficient time is been invested on students into making them the
practitioners that the industry needs.
So, here is my advice: ASK lots of questions, READ more than you need to, SEEK out as much time as you can
at the SHOULDER of a good supervisor.
AND, do not hesitate to contact HAASA for assistance … while we cannot replace a good supervisor we are
there to support you. HAASA wants to ensure the continuing viability of those individuals that choose
Audiometry and Hearing Device Dispensing as a career.
Marcel Timmers On Behalf of the Board of Examiners.
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Hearing Services Program News
The latest update on the Program’s Transitional
period and transition to MyGovID
Transition Period
New program legislation and provider contracts took effect on 1 October 2019.

The new Hearing Services Program (Voucher) Instrument 2019 consolidated five previous instruments into one to simplify requirements.
The Department of Health (the department) is working to ensure
policy, processes and information is consistent with the new
changes.
Providers will have until 31 March 2020 to ensure they comply with
the new program requirements. A range of program supports are
being made available to assist providers’ transition to the new arrangements
including:
Provider Factsheets: the program is currently updating existing factsheets and developing new
factsheets to support providers to deliver services to program clients in compliance with the
legislative and contractual changes; and
New and Updated Forms and Templates: the program is releasing new and updated forms and
templates for providers to support providers to comply with program requirements. Example forms
are available for download from the website. There are also accompanying factsheets to provide
further information.
For further information and updates about the requirements and transition period, including a
transition guide, forms and templates, FAQs and factsheets, visit the program website and search
for provider transition. If providers have any queries please check the transition information,
including the guide and FAQs. If the information needed is not provided please email
hearing@health.gov.au.
AUSkey Transition to MyGovID
The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) is transitioning AUSkey to MyGovID with the initial roll-out expected at the end of March 2020. The department is currently engaging with the ATO to ensure this
change provides minimal disruption to our Hearing Services Program providers. The department will
be sending out notices to all providers in coming months to explain the changes and how to transition to MyGovID.
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20 years on …
It’s hard to believe it’s 2020 … haven’t the last 20 years flown by! A lot of you would remember the lead up to
the new millennium and the concern about the Internet crashing and the world coming to a halt at 12.01am
on 1 January 2000!
In 1999 we were also looking forward to the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games. Let’s look back on the last 20 years and some of the good (and bad) things that
exist today that we didn’t have in 1999...

Airbus 380’s

Air BnB

Amazon

Bluetooth

Android

Blu-ray

Camera phones

Broadband
Craft beer

Kale
Hipsters

Jetstar
Portable GPS Systems
Hybrid cars

Kindles

Phone apps
Snapchat

Vegan hamburgers

Skype

Linkedin

NBN

The Kardashians

ipads
Reality
TV

Text messages
Virgin Airlines

Xbox

What’s App

Uber

Wikipedia

Tap and Go
Credit Cards

Streaming
The GST
Interesting facts about the year 2000:
The price of petrol was 72 cents a litre …
The price of a Big Mac was $2.60 …

And HAASA’S youngest student member was born in September
2000 which makes me feel very old!

Glen Carter
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Tinnitus and Stress
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This article has been reproduced with the
permission of the British Tinnitus Association:
tinnitus.org.uk
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Includes
accredited CPR
course!

Continuing Professional Education
& Development Day
Friday 20 March 2020
11 CPED Points for HAASA Members
Last formal education for the CPED Cycle ending 30 June 2020!
*Accredited CPR Course* *Great Speakers*
*Fully catered*
8.45am registration—4.15pm finish
Stamford Plaza Sydney Airport
Cnr Robey and O'Riordan Street MASCOT NSW 2020

$90 members
$90
$110members
nonmembers
$110 nonmembers

Please send an email to haasa@haasa.org.au to register:
Name
Member No
Phone Number
Dietary Requirements
You will be sent an invoice for payment upon registration.
Registrations close 1 March 2020.
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Continuing Professional Education & Development

What a fabulous day was had by all at HAASA’s continuing professional education event at
the Parkroyal Melbourne Airport on 15 November! With a line-up of 8 great speakers and a
strong turnout of Members, the day was filled with an abundance of information on new
technology and changes that are occurring in our industry.
Members were particularly keen to hear from Hearing Services Program Director Matthew
Cartledge in respect of transitional issues.
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9 Tips for Exquisite Phone Etiquette
Websites are supporting an increasingly large amount of the sales process for
brands. When a customer or prospect uses the phone to contact your business,
they are looking for answers that they couldn't find online. And whoever answers
the phone for your business might be the first and only point of human contact
that they have with your company.
When a prospect calls with questions about your brand and offerings, that first impression is going to
define their experience with your business. How you answer the phone can be the difference between
gaining a loyal customer and turning a prospect toward one of your competitors. You simply can’t afford to
leave your brand to chance. You need to make every interaction count, and take steps to ensure you ’re
providing a great customer experience.
Positive interactions with well-trained staff often increase your customers’ lifetime value to your business.
Thus, providing proper call and customer service training to your team members is extremely important.
If you don't think you have the resources or staff to solidify your customer experience, consider hiring
someone who can provide the courteous and intelligent experience your customers demand.

To improve your phone etiquette and ensure your customers receive an excellent experience, implement
the nine tips outlined below.
1. Know WHO is Calling and WHY
The first step to taking any call is to identify why your prospect or customer decided to pick up the phone.
Learning the motive behind a call can dictate what the rest of your conversation will be.
Is your caller an existing customer looking to address a problem they’re having with your service or
product? Whoever answers the phone needs to treat these calls with urgency and exude sympathy within
their tone. If your caller is a prospect looking for information about your company, you want to be
charming.
2. Speak With an Inviting Tone
Your greeting on the phone sets the tone for the entire conversation. The very first words you speak need
to communicate: “I am a friendly, intelligent professional, and I am very happy to speak with you right
now.” Weirdly enough, pretending that you’re in front of the caller will make you sound more inviting.
Even smiling when you’re on the phone makes a noticeable difference on the other end.
If you’re talking to a first-time caller, this may be their first interaction with you.
You’ll want to communicate in a manner in line with your brand. If that’s excitable
with a go-getter mentality, that’s how you should come off. If your brand feels more
methodical and strategic, your tone should match that feeling.
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3. Match Your Caller’s Pace
Some callers will be more or less receptive to your wonderful greeting. So while you want to stay on
brand, you also want to match the way that your caller responds to your tone. If they skip formalities
and get right to the point, you should respond with short, concise answers, while remaining pleasant
and approachable.
Slower speakers – perhaps those that may not even speak English as a first language – require slower,
more deliberate responses and strong articulation. Speaking too quickly to these callers might intimidate
them, despite your use of an inviting tone. If you think you're talking to an ESL individual, you should also repeat back what they say to you, because they may understand English better than they speak it.
4. Be Extra Helpful & Enthusiastic
Sometimes you might have trouble hearing a caller. But you never want to blame their phone or signal.
Politeness is key here. There’s nothing wrong with saying "I apologize! I’m having a little trouble hearing
you, do you mind repeating that?" Look for opportunities to use powerfully-positive words, such as:
Absolutely
Certainly

Wonderful
Delighted
You can never truly be too helpful. If you need to confirm or verify information, think of creative
ways to maintain a pleasant experience. For example, if you need to confirm the spelling of someone’s
name, you could say, “Did you say Y, as in ‘You’re Awesome?’” Of course, if such
peppiness clashes with your brand, you’ll want to be creative in line with your company image.
5. Ask Permission
Callers like to feel that they’re in control of a conversation. And truthfully, they should be – they’re the
ones that reached out to you. Refrain from demands such as “I need your phone number,” or “I need
to put you on hold”.
If you ask their permission – even when it seems unnecessary – you can give your caller that feeling of
control they want. For example, before you ask your caller a question, seek permission to ask, saying
“May I ask?” or “May I take your information?”
6. Say Thank You!
Two little words that can make the entire conversation. Show your appreciation for your prospect or
customer’s call by sprinkling thank you throughout your conversation. “Thank you” reflects your
friendliness and dedication to serving your caller.
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7. Confidence is Key
Confidence is everything. It’s the key to any productive interaction. It shows that you know what you’re
talking about. You should speak to your caller like there’s no one else in the office who can take better care
of them than you can.
Of course, blind confidence is never as good as deserved confidence. You or your team member(s) must be
well trained and versed in the various situations they come up on the phone, especially how to manage a
complaint. If your confidence stems from knowledge and
familiarity, you’ll be primed to handle any call.
8. Don’t Show What You Don’t Know
You’re not going to have the answer to every question. But that’s
okay – as long as you’re able to reply in a way that demonstrates
that finding the right answer is your top priority. Phrases such as,
“That’s a great question!” and “I want to make sure I find the correct answer for you” show that you’re confident in your ability to
help the caller, even if you don’t know the exact answer to their
request.

“show that you’re
confident in your ability
to help the caller, even if
you don’t know the
exact answer to their
request”

9. Clear Next Steps
Especially when callers are new to your company, make sure you define clear next steps for the both of
you. Booking an appointment, connecting your caller with sales, scheduling a visit to your office – these all
keep callers engaged with your brand. Defining clear next steps positions your business in the front of your
prospects’ minds.
Start Providing A Great Customer Experience
Use the tips outlined in this article to solidify your caller experience and start getting more out of your
phone calls.
It may seem trivial, but every word on a phone call matters – and how you say those words can matter even
more. Without giving proper attention to the way you speak to your callers, you could miss out on the
potential revenue that comes with great customer service.
Jennifer M. Cronkhite
AMBS call centre
https://www.ambscallcenter.com/blog/phone-etiquette-tips
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HAASA 2020
Conference
ICC Sydney

Save the date!
31 July &
1 August 2020
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Hearing Loss Still a Challenge for Kids
Children born with hearing loss are now routinely diagnosed
within weeks of birth—having hearing aids and cochlear implants fitted
well before school. So why are they still lagging behind their
hearing peers in language?
By Dr Valerie Sung and Dr Peter Carew, University of Melbourne

In the last 20 years, we’ve made dramatic advances in the early
detection of hearing loss in newborn babies and in providing
early access to hearing aids and cochlear implants.
For example, since 2012 in Victoria, the median age at which
hearing loss is detected in newborns is measured in just weeks;
this compared to a median 20 months of age back in 1989.
And in 2018, more than 2,800 Australian children fitted with
either a hearing aid or cochlear implant for the first time, many
within the first year of life, and the majority prior to starting
school.
Given this massive improvement in early detection and
intervention it could have been expected that hearing impaired
children would have quickly come to enjoy the same language
and educational outcomes as their hearing peers.
But, this hasn’t happened consistently for all children and we don’t know why.
The big improvements in early detection have been driven by the widespread adoption in Australia of
universal newborn hearing screening (UNHS), which was first rolled out in New South Wales in 2002 and
2005 in Victoria.
This involves playing soft clicks into the baby’s ear while they sleep. Small recording pads on the baby’s
head and neck measure the baby’s electrical responses to the sound.
But, while we have seen some improvements in language outcomes for hearing impaired children, according
to a recent study1, they still have much poorer outcomes compared with their hearing peers.
What’s more, the same study showed that for those children with mild hearing loss, there has been no clear
improvement in language outcomes.
This is a major problem.

Globally, up to three in every 1000 babies are born with some level of hearing loss. In Australia around 350
children a year, or the equivalent of one child every day, is diagnosed with permanent hearing loss.
Systematic reviews of published evidence suggest we have a long way to go with understanding what works
best for children with hearing loss.
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For example, there is no consensus on what intervention works best for developing spoken language in
children with hearing loss.
The evidence that does exist hasn’t been validated by experimental controls, and is somewhat focused on
the outcomes of children with cochlear implants—those children who have the greatest level of hearing
loss.
Yet, the majority of hearing-impaired children have a milder degree of hearing loss.
It may be then that a “one size fits all” approach may not be the most effective way to assist impacted
children achieve language outcomes that match their cognitive potential.
Indeed, babies and young children identified with mild hearing loss have, until recently, gone undetected.

Historically, prior to the introduction of UNHS, these children didn’t receive a diagnosis until much later,
usually when problems arose at school. Now that we are identifying them early, we need more research to
identify the best ways to help these children.

Is it possible that children with mild hearing loss don’t benefit from hearing aids to the same extent as
children with more severe hearing impairment?
Do we have an issue with terminology, where parents consider a “mild” hearing loss as something not to be
concerned about and, therefore, they may feel early intervention is less important?

Is the impact of hearing aids cumulative, where each and every day the child consistently wears the device
it adds to a “bank of benefit” for their language development overall—helping them to reach their
potential through this cumulative auditory experience?
And how do we help families persist with consistent device use, if this really helps, when their child seems
to respond normally even when not wearing hearing aids?
These are just some of the many unresolved research questions around hearing loss in newborns.
To help find answers to these questions, we need large observational studies representative of children
with all degrees of hearing loss followed over long periods of time to capture their outcomes, as well as
rigorous population-based intervention trials.
To date, these are lacking internationally.
This is why the Victorian Childhood Hearing Impairment Longitudinal Databank (VicCHILD) is so important.
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It is a unique state-wide databank of hearing-impaired children designed to help researchers all over the
world understand why some children with hearing loss adapt and thrive, while others struggle.
The databank has been developed over the past eight years, and has been built on a body of work going
back 25 years by researchers and clinicians from The Royal Children’s Hospital, the Murdoch Children’s
Research Institute and the University of Melbourne.
More than 800 children and their families have now provided baseline hearing, clinical, sociodemographic,
health service and quality of life data along with saliva samples—with most families consenting to have
other personal data linked to the database and agreeing to be re-contacted for future research projects.
The children in VicCHILD are assessed at key developmental time points—around two, five and 10 years of
age—for their language (oral and/or signed communication), developmental and quality of life outcomes.
UPDATE—9th October 2019: The recent research referred to in the above article is focused on the
outcomes of children with mild and moderate hearing loss.
These children are generally less likely to use sign language, hence our focus on oral/aural communication
and spoken language outcomes We have made this clearer in the article and apologise to anyone
concerned by the omission.
The authors would like to emphasise that VicCHILD is a population-level databank that is inclusive of all
children and whatever languages, including sign language, they learn.
As researchers, we explore many aspects of language development in children with congenital hearing loss,
with increasing power for different languages as the database increases in size.
1 Carew P, Mensah FK, Rance G, Flynn T, Poulakis Z and Wake M Mild-moderate congenital hearing loss: secular trends in
outcomes across four systems of detection.https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28612343

This article was kindly reproduced with the permission of the authors under the terms of the Creative
Commons Licence which can be viewed at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/legalcode

Want to advertise your business?
We are offering for members to purchase additional
copies of Sounding Board
Add a label on the front cover with your name and address and leave
copies in your visiting site rooms, Doctors rooms and other Allied
Health professionals rooms that you may visit.
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HAASA Competency Exam
The next exam will be held
on 21 March 2020 in Sydney.
HAASA Associate members will receive
information via email. Non-members can
direct enquiries to haasa@haasa.org.au

Don’t forget to join our members only Facebook page
to communicate with other members.

HAASA Members Only Group
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Magazine Information
Content articles, stories and written contributions are most welcome to be considered for
future publications.
All Advertising correspondence and articles for the Sounding Board should be sent to the
Editor via email haasa@haasa.org.au.
The opinions expressed in the Sounding Board are not necessarily those of HAASA Ltd, the
Editor or the Executive/Directors of HAASA Ltd.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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